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M
etallic nanoparticles are of great
interest for their ability to sustain
localized surface plasmon reso-

nances when interacting with a resonant
electromagnetic field.1-4 The particles can
act as antennas for the incoming light,
where the external field induces collective
oscillations of the conducting electrons.5-7

These plasmons are accompanied by an
evanescent near-field exponentially decay-
ing within tens of nanometers of the metal
surface. When the resonance frequency of
the optical antenna corresponds to the
frequency of excitation, the near-field can
be enhanced by several orders of magni-
tude. The optical near-field is effectively
localized to the dimension of the small
particle, thus beating the diffraction limit.
In this way, light can be directed and con-
trolled at the nanometer scale.
Gold particles with diameters below 100

nm exhibit plasmon resonance frequencies
in the visible light spectrum. Making use of
such plasmonic particles paves the way to
exciting applications in opto-electronic cir-
cuits, light harvesting for solar cells, nano-
lithography, data storage, high sensitivity
biosensing, and not least of all, high resolu-
tion near-field scanning optical microscopy
(NSOM).8-10 NSOM enables simultaneous
high-resolution topographical and subdif-
fraction limited optical mapping of surfaces.
The present work focuses on the fabrication
of NSOM scanning probes. To demonstrate
their functionality, the near-field enhance-
ment is harnessed for tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (TERS).11-13 TERS can be ap-
plied for chemical mapping down to the
single molecule level.14 Both the resolution
and the near-field enhancement depend
strongly on the properties of the scanning
probe. The lateral topographical and optical
resolutions directly correlate with the probe
tip radius. The plasmon resonance fre-
quency of the NSOM probe depends on

the tip geometry, material, dimensions, and
radius of curvature, as well as the dielectric
properties of the immediate surroundings,
including the sample material.15 Therefore,
the quality of the experimental results de-
pends critically on well-suited probe tips.
Recently, significant effort has gone into

the design and specific engineering of opti-
mized scanning probes. Most commonly,
apertureless scanning probes consist in elec-
trochemically etchedgoldwires16 or scanning
probes covered with a thin metal layer. To
create a more well-defined, strongly localized
light-source at the probe tip, single gold or
silver spheres or rods have been placed on
cantilevers and glass fiber tips, or metallic
films have been etched into shapeby focused
ion beam milling.17-27 Alternatively, bowtie
antennas have been added at the apex of
cantilever tips.28,29However, theultimategoal
of reproducibly fabricating specifically engi-
neered, high purity optical antennas with
ultrahigh topographic resolution on scanning
probes has not been achieved yet.
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ABSTRACT Near-field scanning optical microscopy enables the simultaneous topographical and

subdiffraction limited optical imaging of surfaces. A process is presented for the implementation of

single individually engineered gold cones at the tips of atomic force microscopy cantilevers. These

cantilevers act as novel high-performance optical near-field probes. In the fabrication, thin-film

metallization, electron beam induced deposition of etch masks, and Ar ion milling are combined. The

cone constitutes a well-defined highly efficient optical antenna with a tip radius on the order of 10

nm and an adjustable plasmon resonance frequency. The sharp tip enables high resolution

topographical imaging. By controllably varying the cone size, the resonance frequency can be

adapted to the application of choice. Structural properties of these sharp-tipped probes are

presented together with topographical images recorded with a cone probe. The antenna

functionality is demonstrated by gathering the near-field enhanced Raman signature of individual

carbon nanotubes with a gold cone scanning probe.

KEYWORDS: near-field scanning optical microscopy . nanostructures . gold
nanocones . electron beam induced deposition . ion milling . near-field enhancement .
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
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Conical gold shapes are excellent candidates for this
purpose, since they combine a sharp tip conducive to
highly localized near-fields and high lateral resolution
with a larger body of variable size by which the reso-
nance of the antenna can be adjusted. It was shown
that gold coneswith a height and base diameter on the
order of 100 nm can be efficiently excited by a He-Ne-
laser beam (wavelength λ = 632.8 nm) polarized
parallel to the cone axis.30-32 In confocal imaging,
single cones were observed to effect an enhancement
of the gold photoluminescence intensity on the order
of a factor of 10 over the full focus area. This corre-
sponds to an intensity enhancement factor on the
order of 103 when normalized to the area of the
near-field spot.30,33 By dark field spectroscopy it was
shown that the resonance wavelength of cones with a
height from 10 to 170 nm varies systematically be-
tween about 500 and 700 nm and can therefore be
adapted to a large part of the visible spectrum. How-
ever, most processes presented for the fabrication of
gold cones at well-defined positions so far are re-
stricted to planar surfaces.33-37

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present approach, a single gold cone with a
base diameter and height on the order of 100 nm is
chosen as the antenna and positioned at the apex of a
Si3N4 cantilever tip. When optically excited, the cone
acts as an optical antenna with a strong near-field
enhancement near the cone apex. The cone geometry
combines a sharp tip radius down to less than 10 nm
for high spatial resolution with a larger body for
efficient antenna excitation. By tuning the size of the
cone, the plasmon resonance frequency can be tai-
lored according to application. To fabricate the gold
cone probes, a previously developed method for the
fabrication of planar arrays of cones was combined
with a process for positioning bowtie antennas on
cantilever tips.29,34 This leads to a precise placement
of high purity gold cones. The composition and micro-
scopic structure of the gold cone tips was investigated
by transmission electron microscopy, and their topo-
graphical and optical performance was evaluated.

Fabrication of Nanocone Probes. The fabrication of the
gold cone probes is based on a combination of two
newly developed processes, one for the fabrication of
gold cones on a flat surface, and the second for the
fabrication of bow-tie antennas on cantilever tips
(induced deposition mask lithography, IDML).29,33,34

The process for cone fabrication, which is based on
electron beam lithographical patterning of local etch
masks, leads to well-defined cones with sub-10 nm tip
radii. The related IDML enables the precise positioning
of predefined etch masks on arbitrarily shaped sur-
faces. Schematics of the IDML process and resulting
cones for the example of a flat substrate are shown in

Figures 1 and 2. By combining the two processes it is
possible to place one sharp-tipped gold cone antenna
at the apex of a commercial cantilever tip, thus creating
a well-defined novel near-field scanning probe.

For the combined process, the tip of the pyramidal
probe of an atomic force microscopy (AFM) cantilever
is widened into a plateau by focused ion beam milling
to accommodate a gold cone of ∼100 nm base
diameter. The trimmed cantilever is covered with a Cr
adhesion layer and Au layer (Figure 3a). By using
focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID), a
silicon oxide pillar is grown on the metalized plateau
(Figure 3a).38 The pillar serves as an etch mask for the
underlying gold layer. An Ar ion beam is applied at
perpendicular incidence to remove the etch mask as
well as the surrounding metal. During sputtering, the
etchmask and gold below themask together take on a
conical shape with the side-wall angle corresponding
to the angle of highest sputtering yield.33,39,40 Removal
of themask by continued etching results in a gold cone
of about 10 nm tip radius (Figures 3b,c and 4). In an
alternative, additive instead of subtractive, approach a
gold pillar can be deposited directly on the cantilever
tip by FEBID using a gold precursor.41,42 However, such
deposited gold is strongly contaminated by carbon

Figure 1. Schematic process for the fabrication of gold
nanocones by metallization, focused electron beam in-
duced deposition of an etch mask, and Ar ion milling.

Figure 2. (a) Sharp-tipped gold cone on flat silicon sub-
strate fabricatedby IDMLand ionmilling, (b) gold cone apex
with sub-10 nm tip radius. Viewing angle 54�with respect to
the perpendicular.
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incorporation, which is detrimental for its plasmonic
properties. Additionally, sharp tips are hard to achieve
by direct deposition.

Since tip radii down to less than 5 nm were
achieved using the same subtractive technique on
planar substrates, it is to be expected that the cone
tip radii can still be reduced. The gold cone tip
reestablishes the original minute tip radius of the
AFM probe for high-resolution topography imaging.
At the same time, it constitutes a well-defined near-
field scanning optical microscopy probe with an
adjustable plasmon resonance frequency and an
area of strong near-field enhancement near the
tip apex.30

In this work the feasibility of the gold cone probes is
demonstrated for the first time. Thirty-one cone tips
were fabricated on four sets of cantilevers, which were
partly processed in separate work flows. The biggest
challenge proved to be the alignment of the etchmask
on the plateau. This resulted in four probeswithout any
visible etch mask and four probes with masks placed
next to the edge outside the plateau. This technicality
however should be easily overcome in a routine pro-
cess. All the remaining probes displayed sharp-tipped
gold coneswith tip radii of about 10 nmand a height of
about the original deposited gold thickness. Such
control over the sharpness of the tips is not easily
reached in electrochemically etched probes, and no
control of the shape of the plasmonic islands is possi-
ble in thermally treated metallic thin-film probes.
Moreover, this process opens up the possibility of
batch processing on the wafer level, where a large
number of cantilevers with truncated pyramid tips
could bemetalized in one step and treated in a routine,
albeit serial, process afterward to obtain well-defined
gold cone probes.

Characterization by Transmission Electron Microscopy. The
structural properties of several gold cone tips were
investigated by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). From the TEM images, the tip radius of the
cones can be determined to be about 10 nm (see
Figure 5). The cones are proven to consist of pure gold,
and exhibit fringes characteristic of Au crystal planes.
The cone surfaces are covered by an approximately
2 nm thick layer of amorphous lower atomic mass
material that is stable under observation with the
electron beam. This is thought to be a redeposition
layer typical for dry etching processes, which contains
a mixture of all materials present during the sputtering
process.43 In one case (Figure 5, right), some residual
SiOx etch mask was observed on the cone tip, which
was gradually removed by the high energy electron
beam during imaging.

The diffraction patterns (Figure 6a,b) of two cones
show diffraction rings characteristic of polycrystalline
gold, with one dominant crystal orientation each. In
the first case the dominant orientation is Au (022), in
the second, Au (002) is dominant. The observed inter-
planar spacings, d, agree with the bulk literature values
d = 1.442 Å for Au (022) and d = 2.039 Å for Au (002) to
within 2%.44 For dark field TEM imaging, only the
reflections associated with Au (022) and Au (002) are
selected. The corresponding domains of the cones
appear bright in the dark field images, Figure 6c,d. In
both cases, the cones are polycrystalline, while a large
part of the cone consists of one single crystalline grain.
The dark areas of the cones in the dark field images
correspond to grains in different orientations.

Using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (X-ray
EDS) for elemental analysis, the element distribu-
tion within the pyramid and gold cone region was

Figure 4. Two examples of final gold cone probes, with
overviews over the probe structures (a,c) and high magni-
fication secondary electron images of the gold cone tips (b,
d); viewing angle 90�. By the end of the Ar ion etching step,
the surrounding Cr and Au layers on the plateau are fully
removed. The cones are electrically isolated from the resi-
dual metal layer on the side-walls of the cantilever pyramid.

Figure 3. (a) FEBID-fabricated pillar-shaped SiOx etch mask
on the gold-covered plateau of a cantilever tip, (b) gold
cone on the plateau of a cantilever tip after etching, with a
residual conducting Cr layer covering the tip, (c) overview
over the gold cone scanning probe. Viewing angle 54� with
respect to the perpendicular. The rough surface of the
cantilever pyramid side-walls is inherent to the as-bought
Si3N4-cantilevers and not related to the cone fabrication
process.
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investigated (see spectra in Figure 7 and element
distribution maps in Figure 8). The images show
the expected Si and N distribution within the canti-
lever pyramid area (Figure 8 panels a2, a3, b2, b3),
some Cr and Au residues on the pyramid side-wall
(Figure 8a4), the Cr adhesion layer at the bottom of
the cone (Figure 8b5), and traces of implanted Ga
only in the side-wall that was imaged for focused ion
beam alignment (Figure 8a5). The cone is exclusively
composed of gold (Figures 8 panels a4, b4) as
confirmed by spectra taken at the position of the
cone tip (Figure 7b).

Characterization by TEM imaging provides valuable
insights into the effects of different processing steps on

the structural properties, as well as into the morphol-
ogy of the final gold cone probes.

Measurements Using Cone Probes. The topographical
resolution that can be obtained with the gold cone
scanning probes was investigated by employing them
as regular contact mode AFM probes. They were

Figure 5. Bright field TEM images of three different gold cone tips (left, middle, and right column) at increasingmagnification
from top to bottom row.Dark cone areas correspond to gold. Left:Well-centered gold cone, about 20 nm tip diameter. Center:
Slightly off-centered gold cone, about 20 nm tip diameter. The gold cone is covered by a bright amorphous 2 nm layer of a
differentmaterial, presumably as a result of redeposition from the ionmilling process. Right:Well-centeredwell-defined gold
cone, slightly under-etched. Few nanometers of residual bright SiOx etchmask can still be discerned on the cone tip, which is
not yet done sharpening. Moir�e fringes mark crystallinity. The straight line toward the bottom of the cone corresponds to an
interface between Au grains with different crystal orientations.

Figure 6. Diffraction patterns and dark field TEM images of
two cone tips. Dominant reflections occur that correspond
to crystal orientations (a) Au (022) with an interplanar
spacing of d(022) = 1.442 Å, and (b) Au (002) with d(002) =
2.039 Å. The respective reflections are selected to create the
dark field images (c,d), in which only areas with the chosen
orientations appear bright. Both tips largely consist of one
single crystalline domain, with different domains further
down the cone. Again, the interface betweenAu grains with
different crystal orientations is evident in panel d.

Figure 7. X-ray EDS spectra recorded (a) from the cantilever
tip area including the front end of the Si3N4 cantilever and
the full gold cone area for 48.4 s, and (b) selective spectrum
from the gold cone tip only (40.1 s). In panel a all elements
present can be seen (Si, N, Cr, O, Au, Al), while in the cone
region, except for some Si andAl scattering from the bulk of
the cantilever and cantilever holder, respectively, purely Au
is registered. In spite of previous intense imaging of the
gold cone tips in an SEM, no carbon contamination is
detected.
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mounted for scanning different samples, like regularly
patterned polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) resist lines,
CdS nanorods dispersed on a Si substrate, and dilute
carbon nanotubes on cover glass substrates. As can be
seen in Figures 9 -11, topography scans with a reso-
lution on the order of 10 nm were achieved with the
gold cone probe tips. In Figure 9, the PMMA lines are
shown in the scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image to have a pitch of about 200 nm and line widths
of about 45 nm. In the gold cone probe topography
image, they are well resolved with a varying apparent
linewidth of 40-60 nmand a height of about 10 nm. In
the scan of the short CdS nanorods in Figure 10, the

height and flat top of nominally 4 nm each are clearly
reflected. The apparent width at the bottom of the

Figure 8. Element-specificmaps of two cone tip regions obtained from theX-ray EDS spectra. (a1,b1) High-angle annular dark
field (HAADF-STEM) images of the cone tips; bright areas correspond to gold cones. (a2,b2) Si signal is restricted to the
cantilever region, except for slight artifacts in (b2) due to bulk material scattering. (a3,b3) N is restricted to the cantilever
region. (a4) Au is present in thegold cone,with some residual gold on the cantilever pyramidwalls, (b4) Au is clearly present in
the gold cone only. (a5) Some Ga contamination from the FIB milling is visible on the wall of the cantilever imaged for the
plateau cutting, but none in the region of the cone, whichwas fabricated subsequently. (b5) The Cr adhesion layer is distinctly
visible below the gold.

Figure 9. Images of lithographically patterned PMMA lines,
width,∼45 nm; pitch,∼200 nm; height,∼10 nm. (a-c) Gold
cone tip contact mode AFM images: (a) linescan, (b) 3D
topography, (c) feedback image, (d) SEM image.

Figure 10. (a) Gold cone tip contact mode AFM image of
individual 4 nm high and wide, about 20 nm long, CdS
nanorods dispersed on a Si substrate; (b) linescan along the
line indicated in panel a.

Figure 11. (a) Gold cone tip contact mode AFM image and
(b) SEM image of dilute carbon nanotubes on two fused
silica samples. In the SEM image, the nanotubes appear dark
and larger than their actual size due to potential contrast.
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structures is 15-20 nm as measured from line cuts as
shown in Figure 10b. From the known shape in con-
junction with the apparent width and slope of the side
walls, the tip radius of the cone tips can be deduced to
be about 10 nm, which is consistent with the radius
observed in TEM. On the dilute carbon nanotube
sample (Figure 11), few nanotubes are present per
square micrometer. Two nanotubes can be discerned
in the gold cone probe topography scan, Figure 11a.
Because of charging effects, the carbon nanotubes
appear wider than their actual size in the SEM image
(Figure 11b), and display strong potential contrast.45,46

The above examples therefore show that the gold cone
probes are well suited for high-resolution topography
imaging with a resolution on the order of the cone tip
radius.

To evaluate the stability and tuneability of the
plasmonic properties of the gold cones, dark field
scattering spectroscopy of individual nanocones was
performed. Since the setup works in transmission, and
reasonable statistics and a well-defined focal plane
were desired, the experiments were performed on a
large number of individual gold cones on planar glass
substrates rather than on individual gold cone probes
on opaque cantilevers. This fact changes the absolute
values of the plasmon resonance wavelength due to
the different index of refraction of the respective
substrates, but not the basic fact of the demonstrated
tuneability. The plasmon resonance wavelength and
the dark field scattering intensity were evaluated for 12
arrays of 16 cones each, fabricated with the same
nominal size of a base diameter of 95 nm and a height
of 85 nm. The plasmon resonance wavelength (wave-
length of maximum scattering intensity) proved to be
highly reproducible at 566 ( 6 nm across all spectra,
while the value of the maximum scattering intensity
(which also depends on the focus settings) varied by
about 10% to 20% within each array. To demonstrate
the tuneability of the plasmon resonance wavelength
by means of the cone size, cones of different heights
were investigated. The results are displayed in Figure
12. As can be seen, the resonance depends roughly
linearly on the height and can be adapted over a wide
range of the visible spectrum by predetermining the
corresponding cone height via the initial gold layer
thickness. In the present case the (nominally cons-
tant)33 aspect ratio (height divided by base diameter)
was observed to decrease with decreasing height due
to overetching for small cones. The respective influ-
ence of the two parameters still remains to be sepa-
rated. The potential of being adapted to different
wavelengths while maintaining their small tip radius
sets the cone tip probes apart from their chemically
etched or thermally treated thin-film counterparts.

The most important purpose of the gold cone
probes is to obtain high-resolution high intensity near-
field optical images. To evaluate the near-field

enhancement properties, the carbon nanotube sample
was scanned under the cone tip, while a near-field
enhanced Raman spectrumwas collected at each posi-
tion. Characteristic peaks in the Raman spectra act as
a fingerprint of the carbon nanotubes. In particular,
the D-band around 1340-1370 cm-1 results from
disordered carbon, while the G-band around 1560-
1600 cm-1 is close to the value of the doubly degen-
erate Raman-active vibrational mode for graphite at
1582 cm-1.47 The three-dimensional spectral map of
the sample can be spectrally filtered by means of the
imaging software. This way, the spatial distribution of
the signal collected from the G-band region from 1555
to 1600 cm-1 was extracted. Local variations of the
G-band signal were apparent in the image, with re-
gions of increased G-band intensity. However no spa-
tial resolution of the carbon nanotubes could be
obtained. Because of strong interaction between the
nanotubes and scanning probe, nanotubes were
dragged along by the tip, as becomes apparent in
the topography scans. The measurements were re-
stricted to contact mode scans, since contact mode
AFM cantilevers were chosen for the cone tips because
of their less extreme topography and the expected
highest Raman signal in contact. For future experi-
ments, the scan parameters and sample preparation
can be optimized, or noncontact cantilevers can be
prepared and measured in a lock-in setup.

Looking at the individual spectra instead, one sees a
broadly distributed nonspecific emission background
resulting from the gold tip, and a higher harmonic of
the laser line at around 175 cm-1 (Figure 13a).48 In
experiments using sharp-tipped cones on planar sub-
strates for Raman spectroscopy, strong gold lumines-
cence background is regularly observed owing to the
high electric field strength at the cone apex. In the case
of the cone tip probes, the background is increased by
residual gold on the sides of the cantilever pyramid
due to a high sidewall roughness of the as-bought
cantilevers, which could not easily be removed (see

Figure 12. Dependence of the plasmon resonance wave-
length on the cone height. Dark field scattering spectra are
taken for individual gold cones on planar glass substrates,
and the wavelength of maximum scattering intensity is
plotted versus the cone height. The resonance can be tuned
over 200 nm of the visible spectrum with an approximately
linear dependence on the cone height. Inset: sample dark
field spectrum of a single 90 nm high gold cone with 95 nm
base diameter, 30 s integration time.
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Figure 3). Some residual gold is present in the confocal
laser focus, adding to the background. The background
luminescence only exhibits the shown stable spectral
distribution when the tip is in the focus, hence con-
firming the tip as the major source of luminescence.

For the spectra with increased G-band signal, a
distinct additional peak is present at around 1550-
1605 cm-1, as shown in Figure 13b. The peak is repro-
ducibly observed for particular sample positions, and is
attributed to the presence of individual carbon nano-
tubes. For most sample positions it disappears, as can
be seen in Figure 13a. The area of excitation with the
low laser power of 30 μW is only the very small area of
less than ANF ≈ π � (10 nm)2 directly below the gold
cone probe, as confirmed by numerical simulations
for extended probes as well as for the present cone
geometry.49,50

In contrast, the confocal spot diameter when the
near-fieldprobe is removed is diffraction-limited to about
dC ≈ 0.51� λ/NA = 0.51� 632.8 nm/1.4 ≈ 230 nm. The
illuminated area in the confocal case is therefore at
least AC ≈ π � (115 nm)2. For both confocal and near-
field excitation, the G-band Raman intensity originates
only from the Raman active fractions of the illuminated
areas that are covered with nanotubes. Assuming one
single diametrically positioned nanotube with an aver-
age width of w ≈ 1.6 nm, this leads to active areas of

ANF* ≈ 20 nm� w for the near-field case, and AC* ≈ 230
nm � w for the confocal case. The near-field enhance-
ment factor for the Raman intensity, RNF, is defined as
the ratio of collected G-band Raman signals INF and IC
for the near-field and the confocal case at identical
laser power and integration time, and normalized
by the respective excitation areas. It can be roughly
estimated as

RNF ¼ INF

A
�
NF

=
IC

A
�
C

¼ (INF=IC)(A
�
C=A

�
NF) � (INF=IC)� 230=20

� (INF=IC)12

To see a distinct signature of comparable intensity in
confocal spectra as in the near-field spectra however,
the same sample needs to be excited with a laser
power on the order of mW. Assuming a linear depen-
dence of the measured intensities on the excitation
power,51,52 the ratio INF/IC at identical power is equiva-
lent to the increase in power PC/PNF necessary to
observe comparable signal strengths INF ≈ IC. This
leads to an estimated

RNF � (PC=PNF)(A
�
C=A

�
NF) � 100� 12 � 1200

for the realistic example of PC g 3 mW. This evaluation
is fraughtwith uncertainty, since the real distribution of
the dispersed carbon nanotubes in the illuminated
areas and the mean value of PC are unknown, but it
can be considered a lower limit. In the experimental
setup, the confocal spot is usually bigger than the
diffraction limit, which makes AC* a lower bound for
the estimate. If several nanotubes with a total length
Ltot of more than dC are present in the confocal spot,
the enhancement factor is additionally increased by a
factor of Ltot/dC due to the increase of AC*. In a recent
publication, a power law dependence I = I0*P

R of the
intensity on the laser power has been reported with a
superlinear exponentR> 1 for excitationwith red light,
which would further increase the enhancement factor.53

It should also be noted that for efficient excitation of
the cone, the laser beam was radially polarized such
that the electric field components in the focus are
predominantly oriented vertically to the substrate.30

This polarization is not ideal for exciting the carbon
nanotubes aligned parallel to the substrate. All in all,
the rough estimate shows that the reproducibly ob-
served carbon signature of single nanotubes in tip-
enhanced spectra at 30 μW is a clear indication of near-
field enhancement by the gold cone tip.

Since the Raman intensity scales approximately with
the electric field enhancement as E4, RNF corresponds
to an electric field enhancement factor on the order of
10. This value is of the same order as enhancement
factors reported for sharp gold tips fabricated by pull-
ing and electrochemical etching of gold wires.14,54

The pulled wires however present a less well-defined

Figure 13. Photoluminescence background and Raman in-
tensity measuredwith a gold cone probe on a dilute carbon
nanotube sample. A higher harmonic of the blocked laser
mode is present at 175 cm-1. At most sample positions, no
Raman lines are visible above the photoluminescence
background (a). In particular sample positions a line re-
producibly shows up at 1550 to 1600 cm-1, corresponding
to the G-band signature of ordered carbon (b). The data
shown are averaged over several similar characteristic
spectra at different sample positions each. In panel c the
difference between the two normalized averaged spectra is
displayed, exhibiting just the G-band signature.
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geometry with a lower yield of very sharp tips. From
previously observed electric field enhancement factors
at the cone apex,30 still higher Raman enhancement
factors are expected.

The demonstrated high topographical reso-
lution, near-field enhancement of the Raman inten-
sity in first experiments of >103 and adjustable reso-
nance frequency of the gold cone probes make
them highly interesting as next-generation high-
performance near-field scanning optical micro-
scopy probes.

CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate a process for the reproducible
fabrication of well-defined high purity near-field

scanning optical microscopy probes. The probes con-
sist of a gold nanocone positioned at the tip of an AFM
cantilever pyramid. The gold cones have been shown
to act as optical antennas with strong near-field en-
hancement near the cone apex under laser excitation.
Their plasmon resonance frequency is determined by
the size of the cone. This near-field probe concept
combines the advantages of a very sharp tip for high
spatial resolution, and a well-defined and adjustable
resonance frequency. The morphology of the gold
cone tips was investigated by TEM. High resolution
topography scans as well as first near-field enhanced
spectra from individual carbon nanotubes were shown
to prove the suitability of the gold cone probes as high-
performance near-field probes.

METHODS
Commercially available silicon nitride contact-mode AFM

cantilevers (NanoWorld) with a cantilever stiffness of 0.2 N/m
are used as the starting material. At the front end of the trian-
gular cantilevers, a hollow Si3N4 pyramid (base length, 4.0 μm;
height, 3.5 μm) of nominally less than 10 nm tip radius serves as
the topography probe. The pyramid tip is widened into a
plateau of about 200 nm� 200 nmby focused ion beammilling
to accommodate a gold cone of about 100 nm base diameter.
Cutting is performed using the focused Ga ion beam of a Zeiss
1540 XB cross beam at 30 keV and 10 pA ion current. Here the
inclination angle of the mounted cantilever with respect to the
sample surface is taken into account, such that after mounting
the cantilever, the plateau will be parallel to the surface. The
trimmed cantilever is placed in an evaporator, where a 5 nm Cr
adhesion layer and a 100 nm Au layer are thermally evaporated
onto the sample. The gold-covered plateau is still well visible at
the pyramid tip (Figure 3a). On the gold layer, IDML is performed
with a potential feature resolution of less than 10 nm. Using the
gas injection system on the cross beam machine, a nozzle sup-
plying the precursor gas pentamethylcyclopentasiloxane
(C5H20O5Si5) is approached to the cantilever. A 20 keV electron
beam is positioned at the center of the plateau and blanked. By
means of a pattern generator (Xenos), focused electron beam
induced deposition of a silicon oxide pillar is performed.38

The precursor is decomposed by the backscattered second-
ary electrons into SiOx and a volatile component, which is
removed by pumping. By referring to a previous dose optimiza-
tion series,55 the exposure dose is chosen such that the
resulting SiOx pillar has a base diameter of about 50 nm and a
height of 100-300 nm (Figure 3a). This pillar now serves as an
etch mask for the underlying gold layer. An NTI argon ion gun
was added to the cross beam system to enable in situ Ar ion
milling. The cantilever and etchmask are bombardedwith an Ar
ion beamat perpendicular incidencewith respect to the plateau
for about 20-40 min, depending on the mask height. An etch
spot of about 1mm2 size is obtainedwith a 1 keV Ar ion beam at
10 mA beam current. In the process, the Au and Cr on the
plateau are removed as well as the etchmask, taking advantage
of the higher etch rate of the gold with respect to the mask.
Underneath the etch mask, a truncated gold cone with the
height of the gold thickness and a base angle of about 60� to
70� is formed due to lateral shrinking of the mask and an angle-
dependent sputtering yield of the ion bombardment process.39,40

The etching progress can be monitored repeatedly by in situ
SEM imaging. It is continued until the etch mask is just fully
removed, which results in a gold cone of about 10 nm tip radius
(Figures 3b,c). The mask height needs to be chosen such that
ultimately the Au and Cr layer surrounding the cone are fully

removed as well, and the cone is electrically isolated from
potential residual metal layers on the sides of the Si3N4 pyramid
(Figure 4). Since the Ar etch rate is reduced on these inclined
side-walls, Au and Cr residues may remain on the slopes after
etching. Overetching of the plateau is uncritical, but raises the
gold cone on a Si3N4 platform above the receding plateau. The
described method offers a means of fabricating high-purity
metal nanostructures with good reproducibility. The high re-
solution of electron beam lithography is maintained while fab-
rication can be extended to nonconducting and nonplanar
substrates. Compared to conventional focused ion beam milling,
the contamination by Ga ions detrimental to the plasmonic
properties is prevented.56

TEM characterization was performed using a 200 kV field-
emission analytical scanning transmission electron microscope
(TEM JEOL 2100-F) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (INCAEnergyTEM250, Oxford). Elemental maps
were acquired using a nominal probe size of 1 nm.
Both contact mode atomic force microscopy of PMMA lines

(Figure 9) and Raman measurements on carbon nanotubes
(Figure 13) were conducted in a Witec alpha 300 confocal
Raman/NSOM/AFMmicroscope. The PMMA lines on cover glass
were defined by electron beam lithography in a Vistec VB300-
UHR EWF electron-beam lithography system. Dilute carbon
nanotube sampleswere prepared by chemical vapor deposition
growth of carbon nanotubes on fused silica cover glass slides. A
solution of ferritin with concentrations of∼0.001-0.0001mg/mL
was dripped on the substrate followed by oxidation. The ensuing
carbon nanotubes are predominantly single-walled with typical
average diameters of about 1.6 nm. Additional contact mode
AFM imaging of the carbon nanotubes was provided using an
Asylum MFP-3D atomic force microscope (Figure 11). The same
instrument was used for gold cone probe contact mode ima-
ging of CdS nanorods on a Si substrate (Figure 10). The chem-
ically synthesized CdS nanorods have a narrow size distribution
with widths and heights of about 4 nm. The apparent length of
the nanorods measured in Figure 10 is about 36 nm. Taking into
account the AFM probe radius, this corresponds to an actual
length of about 20 nm. A drop of nanorods dispersed in chloro-
form solution was applied to a piranha cleaned Si wafer. The
sample was rinsed with copious amounts of chloroform and
dried in nitrogen flow for SEM and AFM imaging. Multiple
contact mode scans of the CdS sample were performed with
a single cone probe over the course of several hours during
which no considerable deterioration of the image quality was
observed.
Dark field spectroscopy was performed with a Nikon Eclipse

TE 2000-U inverted microscope with a NA 0.95-0.8 dry dark
field condenser and a 60� NA 0.7 air objective. Arrays of cones
were fabricated using the identical process as for the gold cone
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tips, but on planar glass substrates. The cones within the 4 � 4
arrays were spaced at 4-5 μm. By inserting a pinhole at the
entrance of the spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton
Spectra Pro 2300i), a sample area on the order of 1 μmdiameter
was probed, thus enabling selective spectroscopy of individual
cones. The spectra with a typical integration time of 30 s were
corrected for the spectrum of the white light lamp as well as
background corrected.
For Raman imaging of the carbon nanotubes, a radially

polarized He-Ne-laser beam was focused on the gold cone
tip through the transparent substrate from below using a 100�,
1.4 NAoil immersion objective. Radial polarizationwas obtained
by means of a liquid crystal z-polarizer (radial polarization
converter, ARCoptix). In the focus, the laser beam has a strong
longitudinal component polarized in the direction of the cone
axis. Lateral and vertical alignment of the bottom objective with
respect to the tip was effected by maximizing the nonlinear
emission background of the gold tip/cone system. The laser
power before the objective was reduced to PNF = 30 μW, to
avoid melting of the gold cone. When scanning the sample, the
scattered light was collected by the same objective and passed
through a dichroic beam splitter and a 640 nm long pass filter
into a spectrometer. While scanning an image area of 3� 3 μm2

(150� 150 pixels), a full spectrum over the range 0-2700 cm-1

was recorded at each position for 2 s.
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